About LNP’s Comics
Love Nature Play (LNP) creates comics
LNP creates comics to communicate the stories of the Miniature Worlds and to
…entertain the ones who follow our posts! Miniature Worlds by LNP are more than just toys.
They are designed to contain the ability to sketch a plot around a scenario according to each
miniature world and moreover, about the real world. Children play the story! Each Miniature
World is a realm of symbolic play, where creativity emerges and imagination transpires. The hero
characters are part of a narrative, who have roles, emotions and goals to meet.
Rich eco-conscious scenarios!
Through the comics’ episodes, kids are familiarized with a variety of ecological concepts and
values and are able to learn through active participation in the story lines. Kids can become part
of the hero characters’ knowledge, values and skills. While they reenact the adventures of Sir Val
exploring the wild, the discoveries of Rocky in the primitive times, the ways of Dakota & Kai the
young Plain Indians, Zoe & Chloe’s tasks and their shared values in the fairy world, children
understand that nature is a friendly and welcoming environment, which needs respect and
care!
Comics’ aim
Comics support the story line of the Miniature Worlds in a way that brings the heroes to life with
color and plot. Through the comics’ episodes the story of each hero unfolds… Interesting
information and useful knowledge are presented, catching the kid’s attention and learning takes
place while having fun.
Children are attracted to comics. They are willing to read comics along with a parent, older
sibling or friend who can read or they may try and begin to read on their own. Through reading
together and participating in the story plot, questions about the natural world and concerns are
triggered …What a great chance to talk about environmental issues and further our kid’s
learning.
LNP’s figure philosophy
The figure - hero is a wooden block with the appropriate outfit or accessories. A side cut on top
of the wooden block is the face. If you want, draw or paint facial features to add feelings to the
hero characters. Follow the download link and print each comic’s episode in a single page. By
printing the comic’s episodes and drawing facial features to add feelings on the hero characters,
you unlock a whole new chapter for discussion. You and your child can talk about emotions
(such as fear or excitement …), express opinions and raise the understanding of emotions.

Enjoy LNP’s comics!
Free up your imagination, live the adventure & get inspired!

